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Timed exercise stabilizes behavioral rhythms
but not molecular programs
in the brain’s suprachiasmatic clock

Timna Hitrec,1 Cheryl Petit,2 Emily Cryer,3 Charlotte Muir,1 Natalie Tal,2 Jean-Michel Fustin,2

Alun T.L. Hughes,2,4,* and Hugh D. Piggins1,2,5,*

SUMMARY

Timed daily access to a running-wheel (scheduled voluntary exercise; SVE) syn-
chronizes rodent circadian rhythms and promotes stable, 24h rhythms in animals
with genetically targeted impairment of neuropeptide signaling (Vipr2�/� mice).
Here we used RNA-seq and/or qRT-PCR to assess how this neuropeptide
signaling impairment as well as SVE shapes molecular programs in the brain clock
(suprachiasmatic nuclei; SCN) and peripheral tissues (liver and lung). Compared to
Vipr2+/+ animals, the SCN transcriptome of Vipr2�/� mice showed extensive dys-
regulation which included core clock components, transcription factors, and neu-
rochemicals. Furthermore, although SVE stabilized behavioral rhythms in these
animals, the SCN transcriptome remained dysregulated. The molecular programs
in the lung and liver of Vipr2�/� mice were partially intact, although their
response to SVE differed to that of these peripheral tissues in the Vipr2+/+

mice. These findings highlight that SVE can correct behavioral abnormalities
in circadian rhythms without causing large scale alterations to the SCN
transcriptome.

INTRODUCTION

Circadian or intrinsic 24h rhythms in mammalian physiology and behavior are generated by the brain’s

suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN).1 The SCN is synchronized or entrained to the external world by zeitgebers

including environmental light (photic information)2 and feedback from arousal-promoting or non-photic

cues, such as mealtimes and social interactions.3–5 Photic and non-photic signals are relayed to the SCN

by different neural pathways using different neurotransmitters and thereby represent very different

channels and modes of information.6

Cells of the SCN express daily rhythms in clock genes such as Per1-2, Clock, and Arntl7 and this molecular

circadian clockwork enables them to function as autonomous cellular oscillators. The same molecular

machinery is also active in peripheral tissues, for instance allowing cells in the lungs and liver to act as

peripheral oscillators.8,9 The neuropeptide vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and its cognate receptor

VPAC2, are synthesized by SCN cells and this intercellular VIP-VPAC2 signaling is necessary for clock cells in

the SCN to synchronize their timekeeping.10,11 In mice with genetically targeted impairment of VPAC2 re-

ceptor expression (Vipr2�/� mice), SCN clock cells are poorly coordinated and these animals exhibit

abnormal rhythms in behavior or are completely arrhythmic.12,13 Furthermore, processing of photic input

is dysfunctional in the Vipr2�/� SCN and these animals show aberrant entrainment to the light-dark cycle.13

Regular physical exercise promotes good health14,15 and in both natural and laboratory settings, rodents

voluntarily exercise vigorously in running wheels.16–18 Exercising at the same time of day through timed

daily access to a running wheel, or scheduled voluntary exercise (SVE), is an effective non-photic cue for

rodents.19,20 Indeed, SVE can restore some SCN function and promote 24h behavioral rhythms in

Vipr2�/� mice.21,22 The SCN of Vipr2�/� mice shows marked impairment in clock gene expression12,23

and longitudinal ex vivo assessment of Vipr2�/� SCN cells expressing Per1 indicates that SVE

increases the number and synchrony of such cells.21 However, the extent to which SVE corrects deficits

in molecular clock gene expression as well as that of the wider molecular programs in the Vipr2�/� SCN

remains unclear.
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Both microarray and next generation sequencing approaches have been extensively used to study how

light affects the SCN transcriptome,24–26 but very little is known regarding the equivalent effects of

non-photic cues. In this investigation, we address this important gap in our knowledge by using RNA-

seq and/or qRT-PCR to assess molecular programs in the SCN, lungs and liver and determine how these

are altered by loss of the VPAC2 receptor and how they are influenced by timed exercise. In Vipr2�/�

mice rhythmic when freely exercising, we find much more extensive alteration in the SCN transcriptome

than previously reported, whereas gene expression in the lung and liver of these animals is mostly intact.

In addition to clock genes (Per2, Nr1d1), factors implicated in regulating the SCN clock (Ncor1 C1ql3

Gpr176), the transcription of hypothalamic neuropeptides (Creb3l1), SCN neuropeptides (Penk, Avp,

Prok2, Sst, and Vip), and a key potassium channel subunit (Kcnc2) are dysregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN.

Further, several addiction pathways are upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN, suggesting that these mice

are more responsive to the rewarding properties of exercising in a running wheel.27 For Vipr2+/+ mice,

exposure to SVE caused small changes in the period of behavioral activity and altered molecular clock

(Arntl) and neuropeptide (Avp, Prok2) expression in the SCN. This suggests that in the neurochemically

intact SCN, timed exercise evokes changes through reducing neurochemical signaling. By contrast, SVE

profoundly re-organizes the daily profile of ingestive and locomotor behavior of Vipr2�/� animals to

more closely resemble that of Vipr2+/+ mice. Surprisingly this is not accompanied by widespread restora-

tion of gene expression in the SCN, but notably, pathways associated with neurodegeneration are

downregulated by timed exercise in the Vipr2�/� SCN. This suggests that SVE is neuroprotective in these

animals. Mice lacking a functional molecular clock respond to timed exercise, but unlike Vipr2�/� animals,

they do not sustain 24h behavioral rhythms when the exercise regimen is terminated. Collectively, these

findings reveal a grossly dysregulated SCN transcriptome in behaviorally rhythmic Vipr2�/� mice which

surprisingly remains uncorrected despite the behavior modifying actions by timed exercise. Therefore,

either a minimally functional molecular SCN clock can orchestrate behavioral rhythms and/or SVE recruits

extra-SCN oscillators to circumvent the SCN and stabilize behavioral rhythms.

RESULTS

Vipr2�/� mice readily align their circadian rhythm when subjected to a scheduled exercise

protocol

Patterns of daily food intake can influence gene expression in the liver and the hypothalamus.28–30 Because

it is unclear how loss of the VPAC2 receptor affects the relationship between daily rhythms in ingestive

behavior and locomotor activity, we determined the precise circadian patterns of feeding and drinking

behavior in C57BL/6J (Vipr2+/+) and Vipr2�/� mice exhibiting rhythms in voluntary non-scheduled exercise

(nSVE) wheel-running in constant dark (see Figure 1 for protocol, Figures 2A and 2B). Vipr2�/� animals had

an accelerated period �22.9h (22.94 G 0.29h; mean G SEM) in wheel-running that was more variable and

significantly shorter than that of Vipr2+/+ mice (23.61 G 0.02h). Both genotypes ran in the running-wheels

for similar distances over the circadian cycle (�4–6 km; p>0.05), but over the first half of the night (CT12-18),

Vipr2+/+ mice exercised more intensely (up to �932 vs �533 cm/min) and ran farther than Vipr2�/� animals

(�2.4 versus �1.9 km respectively; p<0.01; Figure 2C). Feeding and drinking also differed between the ge-

notypes, with Vipr2+/+ mice consuming more food and water over the circadian cycle than Vipr2�/� mice

(both p<0.05) and drinking more water than Vipr2�/� mice across the first half of the night (�1.9 vs

�0.3 mL; p<0.01). The contour in ingestive behaviors in Vipr2+/+ animals was delayed with respect to

wheel-running and they achieved 50% of the nightly maxima �1.1h (food) and �4.3h (water) after that of

wheel-running. This delayed profile was much less noticeable in Vipr2�/� animals and they reached 50%

of the nightly maxima within �0.7h of the increase in wheel-running. Thus, loss of the VPAC2 receptor in-

fluences the circadian pattern and phase relationships between wheel-running and ingestive behaviors.

In the scheduled voluntary exercise (SVE) experiment the running-wheel can be exercised in for a set 6h per

24h, with the onset of the drinking rhythm (CT12) used to estimate circadian phase. Vipr2�/� mice re-

sponded rapidly to timed wheel-availability (Figure 2A) and fully entrained within 14 days such that their

CT12 was aligned to the start time of wheel availability (ZT12). In contrast, Vipr2+/+ animals adjusted

much more slowly and aligned to the opportunity to exercise at a different phase than Vipr2�/� mice.

Vipr2+/+ animals achieved a 24h drinking rhythm after�35–40 days with their CT12�8h in advance of wheel

availability and consequently, their CT20 corresponds with ZT12 (see Figure 1). Neither genotype ran as far

during the 6h of SVE as they had over the circadian cycle under nSVE conditions, but Vipr2�/� mice ran

more intensely and farther during SVE CT12-18 than they did over this 6h phase in the nSVE condition

(�2.9 vs 1.9 km; p<0.05) to more closely resemble the wheel-running profile seen in Vipr2+/+ mice over
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CT12-18 of the nSVE condition. Vipr2+/+ animals consumed more food and water over the circadian cycle

than Vipr2�/� mice (both p<0.05). However, animals lacking the VPAC2 receptor increased food and water

consumption (Figures 2B and 2C) during the 6h of timed exercise (relative to the CT12-18 of the nSVE con-

dition) such that there were no genotype differences in ingestive parameters over the 6h of SVE. Notably,

the profiles of locomotor and ingestive behavior of Vipr2�/�mice under SVE approximated that of Vipr2+/+

animals under the nSVE condition. Therefore, consistent with the increased intensity in wheel-running,

timed-exercise also elevates the intensity of food and water consumption in Vipr2�/� mice to resemble

that of Vipr2+/+ animals. Consequently, differences in the molecular programs in the liver, lung, and

SCN arising from loss of the VPAC2 receptor under the nSVE condition should be corrected through

entrainment of Vipr2�/� mice to scheduled voluntary exercise.

Assessing loss of VPAC2 receptor expression and timed exercise on the SCN transcriptome

by RNA-seq

To comprehensively define the molecular correlates of the loss of VPAC2 receptors on the mouse SCN and

to explore how the SCN transcriptome can be modified by SVE, we performed RNA-seq on laser-captured

microdissected SCN in four experimental groups: Vipr2+/+ nSVE CT14, Vipr2�/� nSVE CT14, Vipr2+/+ SVE

ZT14/CT22 and Vipr2�/� SVE ZT14/CT14 (subsequently abbreviated as Vipr2+/+ nSVE, Vipr2�/� nSVE,

Vipr2+/+ SVE, Vipr2�/� SVE). As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the CT14 timepoint in the nSVE condition

is comparable between genotypes, as it controls for both circadian time as well as number of hours

Figure 1. Graphical depiction of the experimental design of the scheduled voluntary exercise (SVE) and tissue

sampling protocols

Horizontal black bars represent drinking activity across the circadian cycle for exemplar mice from each genotype.

Following entrainment to the Light-Dark cycle, mice were transferred to constant dark and left to free-run in the non-

Scheduled exercise study (nSVE), where the Vipr2+/+ mouse has approx. 23.3h rhythm and a rhythmic Vipr2�/� mouse

an approx. 22.5h rhythm. Non-SVE mice of both genotypes were culled at CT14 (pale purple in Vipr2+/+ and purple in

Vipr2�/�) and CT0 (pale green in Vipr2+/+ and green in Vipr2�/�). During the SVE regimen, the running-wheel can be

rotated by the animal for a set 6 h/day (pink box). Under SVE, the Vipr2+/+ mouse initiates drinking approx. eight hours in

advance of wheel availability, whereas the Vipr2�/� mouse quickly aligns onset of drinking behavior with the onset of

wheel availability. Under SVE, mice were culled 2 h after wheel availability (ZT14; striped pale green in Vipr2+/+ and striped

purple in Vipr2�/�). Because Vipr2+/+ mice do not align the onset of drinking with the onset of wheel availability,

additional Vipr2+/+ mice were culled at CT14 (striped pale purple). Tissue for all conditions was sampled for RT-qPCR,

whereas tissue used for RNA-seq was restricted to four groups, marked with (R).
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Figure 2. Scheduled voluntary exercise re-organizes murine behavioral activity rhythms

(A) Double plotted actograms of wheel running (pink), feeding (orange) and drinking (blue) rhythms from individual

Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� mice recorded for the non-Scheduled voluntary exercise (nSVE) and scheduled voluntary exercise

(SVE) studies. Following two weeks under the light-dark condition (LD), the lights were left off and the mice maintained in

constant dark (DD) for the remainder of the experiment. For the nSVE study, animals free-ran in DD for 3–4 weeks; for mice

allocated to the SVE experiment, they free-ran for 2 weeks and then the timed exercise regimen (voluntary wheel-running

for 6h/24h) was initiated. The periodograms below the actograms indicate the dominant frequency in wheel-running

(averaged over the final 10 days of recording for nSVE or 7 days for SVE (Horizontal black/white bar = LD cycle in the first

two weeks, % V = percentage of variance).

(B) Average profile of wheel running (W, pink), feeding (F, orange) and drinking (D, blue) in either circadian time (CT; nSVE)

or zeitgeber time (ZT; SVE). Because the free-running period varied from Vipr2�/� to Vipr2+/+ mice, CT hours were

adjusted appropriately. Parameters for the profiles are based on measures taken over the final 10 days of the nSVE

experiment or final 7 days of the SVE experiment. Profile lines plot the average value GSEM, and were calculated on

10-min sample bins, and then smoothed with a 30-min moving average. The circadian day-night profile of Vipr2�/�mice is

damped compared to Vipr2+/+ animals. Under SVE conditions, Vipr2�/� animals readily synchronize the beginning of their

circadian night (CT12) to wheel availability (ZT12), whereas Vipr2+/+ animals initiate their circadian night approx. 8h in

advance of ZT12.

(C) Left column: Average cumulative value of wheel-running (pink), feeding (orange) and drinking (blue) in 24 circadian

hours for Vipr2+/+ (white) and Vipr2�/� (gray), in nSVE (solid) and SVE (striped) mice (mean G95% C.I., calculated for

10 days in nSVE, 7 days for SVE). The bottom panel plots the period of running wheel activity of individual animals in the

four experimental groups. Right column: filled histograms represent the average amount of wheel-running/feeding/

drinking during the first 6 h from CT12 or ZT12 (coinciding with wheel availability), superimposed on the total daily

amount. Compared to the nSVE condition, Vipr2�/� mice in the SVE condition significantly increase their drinking and

feeding behavior during ZT 12–18. (mean G95% C.I., calculated for 10 days in nSVE, 7 days for SVE, p value <0.05 = *,

<0.01 = **, <0.005 = ***, <0.001 = ****, ANOVA and a priori post-hoc unpaired t test, Vipr2+/+ nSVE n=14, Vipr2-/-nSVE

n=11, Vipr2+/+ SVE n=13, Vipr2-/- SVE n=12).
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exercising in a running wheel. This corresponds to a circadian phase at which clock gene expression in the

SCN is known to be different between the two genotypes of mice.12 In SVE conditions, Vipr2�/� mice

readily align their drinking activity to the wheel availability, and hence their CT14 corresponds to ZT14.

This allows direct comparison between the nSVE and SVE conditions for assessing scheduled exercise

related changes in the Vipr2�/� SCN transcriptome. The situation is different in Vipr2+/+ mice, because

in the SVE condition their onset of drinking activity precedes wheel availability by �8 h, thereby resulting

in two distinct timepoints for CT14 and ZT14/CT22. Therefore, in the SVE condition, we chose to control for

the number of hours of wheel running and sampled the Vipr2+/+ mice at ZT14/CT22.

We compared differentially expressed genes [(DEGs) with False Discovery Rate (FDR) < 0.05] across

genotypes and exercise conditions. Principal components analysis indicated a tendency for genotype

and experimental condition samples to cluster (Figure S1). The data can be accessed at GEO:

GSE207992 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/).

Loss of VPAC2receptor dysregulates the SCN transcriptome

To examine how the loss the VPAC2 receptor affects the SCN transcriptome, we compared SCN tissue from

nSVE Vipr2�/� and nSVE Vipr2+/+ mice sampled at CT14. We found 307 DEGs, with 158 upregulated and

149 downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN (Figure 3A). Notably, the four most upregulated transcripts (trans-

membrane proteins Tmem254b, Tmem254c, and Glypican-3 or Gpc3) as well as a strongly downregulated

transcript, kinase insert domain receptor (Kdr) have no known function in SCN circadian timekeeping,

though Kdr may have a role in circadian rhythms in peripheral tissues31 and both Kdr and Gpc3 have

potential involvement in carcinoma processes.32,33 Proenkephalin (Penk) whose expression defines a sub-

population of SCN neurons in the dorsal or shell subregion34 was upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN. A large

number of genes were downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN including factors known to regulate circadian

rhythms in other tissues, such as nuclear co-repressor receptor 1 (Ncor1)35 as well as the SCN complement

1q-like 3 protein (C1ql3).36 Other prominently downregulated genes include those for neuropeptides that

are key to SCN function (Vip)12 and communication of circadian information both within the SCN and to the

rest of the brain, arginine-vasopressin (Avp).37 The VPAC2 receptor is positively coupled to adenylate

cyclase38 and notably the transcription factor, cyclic AMP response element binding protein 3-like 1

(Creb3l1) which can regulate Avp transcription39 was downregulated. Neurons of the Vipr2�/� SCN are hy-

perpolarized40 and hypoactive21,41 and an important potassium channel subunit in shaping SCN neuronal

excitability (Kcnc2)42 was downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN. In addition, molecular programs in

non-neuronal SCN cells may be affected by the loss of the VPAC2 receptor. For example, myelin-associated

oligodendrocytic basic protein (Mobp)43 was downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN.

These findings indicate that wide-ranging alterations in the SCN transcriptome arise as a consequence of

the loss of VPAC2 receptor expression. Indeed, KEGG44 analysis indicated that the top pathways affected

were all upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN including the terms of substance abuse (‘Alcoholism’, ‘Amphet-

amine addiction’, ‘Cocaine addiction’, ‘Morphine addiction’) as well as neurochemical signaling (‘Seroto-

nergic synapse’, ‘Dopaminergic synapse’, ‘Glutamatergic synapse’, ‘Relaxin signaling pathway’,

‘GABAergic synapse’ etc) (Figure 3B, for extended data see Figure S2). This suggests that Vipr2�/� mice

are responsive to rewarding properties of stimuli and that GABA signaling in the SCN of these animals

is altered. This latter possibility is supported by observations of reduced neuronal activity and altered re-

sponses to GABAergic blockade in the Vipr2�/� SCN.21 Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of biological process

indicated a broad range of alterations including enrichment for terms such as ‘regulation of protein local-

ization’, ‘regulation of hormone levels’, and ‘intracellular signal transduction’ (Figure S3). Thus, several

pathways and processes are altered in the SCN through loss of the VPAC2 receptor. These are presumably

attributable to both weakening of the SCN molecular clock as well as changes in the timing of feedback

signals arising from the altered pattern of daily food intake (Figure 2).

Circadian and exercise regulation of the SCN transcriptome

To evaluate effects of scheduled exercise and circadian time on the transcriptome of the neurochemically

intact SCN, we compared SCN tissue from SVE Vipr2+/+ mice sampled at ZT14/CT22 and nSVE Vipr2+/+

mice sampled at CT14 (Figure 3C). Several DEGs were detected (n = 795), with 556 upregulated and 239

downregulated in the SVE condition, including core components of the molecular circadian clock (upregu-

lated: Nr1d1; downregulated: Cry1 and Per2) (Figure S4). Furthermore, Rgs16, which is known to influence

SCN circadian timekeeping45 was upregulated in the SVE condition at ZT14/CT22. In addition, expression
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Figure 3. Genotype and exercise differential alter gene expression in the suprachiasmatic nuclei

Left: Volcano plots (A, C, E, and G) showing the differentially expressed genes in the comparisons (A) Vipr2�/� vs Vipr2+/+

nSVE, (C) Vipr2+/+ SVE vs nSVE, (E) Vipr2�/� SVE vs nSVE and (G) Vipr2�/� SVE vs Vipr2+/+ nSVE. Genes that are not

significantly differentially regulated are shown in gray, genes significantly differentially expressed, with Log10FDR

between 0.05 and 0.01 are in turquoise, in purple genes with Log10FDR<0.01. Right: The correspondingly 10 most

enriched terms (B, D, F, and H) in the KEGG database for functional enrichment of genes (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes

and Genomes). The size of the circle is a representation of the number of genes that have been annotated, whereas the

color is indicative of the q-value. The arrows indicate the direction of regulation ([ upregulated, Y downregulated).
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of factors implicated in cancer varied, with myocardial-infarction associated transcript (Miat) upregulated

at ZT14/CT22 in the SVE condition, whereas proton myo-inositol co-transporter (Slc2a13) was downregu-

lated. The plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (Serpine1) which is implicated in thrombophilia46 was upregu-

lated at ZT14/CT22 as was synaptic ras GTPase-activating protein 1 (Syngap1), which is important for

synaptic development.47 Unsurprisingly, KEGG analysis indicated that several pathways were upregulated

at ZT14/CT22 of the SVE condition (‘Axon guidance’, ‘Glutamatergic synapse’, ‘Hippo signaling pathway’

etc), whereas others were downregulated (‘Protein export’, ‘Phosphatidylinositol signaling system’, and

‘Huntington disease’ etc) (Figure 3D, for extended data see Figure S2). The GO terms ‘cell junction orga-

nization’, ‘cell-cell signaling’ and ‘synapse organization’ were among those prominently enriched in this

comparison (Figure S3). The circadian phases sampled in the SVE and nSVE conditions varied by 8h and

therefore the pattern of DEGs found here is representative of known circadian changes in SCN gene

expression as well as the actions of wheel-running for 2 h at the late-night phase.

Scheduled exercise does not restore the Vipr2�/� SCN molecular clock

To ascertain how the period lengthening effects of entrainment to timed-exercise affects the SCN tran-

scriptome of Vipr2�/� animals, we compared SCN tissue from SVE and nSVE Vipr2�/� animals sampled

at SVE ZT14/CT14 and nSVE CT14. We detected 223 DEGs, with 105 upregulated in the SVE animals,

and 118 downregulated (Figure 3E), but surprisingly no core circadian clock genes where differentially ex-

pressed. Excluding the pseudogene (Gm1848), genes prominently upregulated by timed-exercise include

Kdr, BTG3 associated nuclear protein (Banp), spleen non-receptor tyrosine kinase (Syk), Nuclear Apoptosis

Inducing Factor 1 (Naif1) and potassium channel tetramerization domain containing 18 (Kctd18). These

represent diverse processes potentially altered by exercise. For example, Banp is implicated in chromatin

remodeling and neuronal differentiation,48 whereas Kctd18 may have involvement in the sleep disorder,

restless leg syndrome.49 Genes whose expression in the Vipr2�/� SCN was downregulated by SVE include

cytochrome c oxidase assembly factor 16 (Cox16) and reduced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1a subcomplex subunit 4 (Ndufa4). Ndufa4 is implicated in inflammatory re-

sponses and in particular that of mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase.50 KEGG analysis indicates that the

pathways ‘Parkinson disease’ and ‘Chemical carcinogenesis-reactive oxygen species’ are among the path-

ways upregulated by timed exercise, whereas ‘mTOR signaling pathway’ (Figure 3F, for extended data see

Figure S2), which is implicated in physiological responses to exercise in peripheral tissues is downregu-

lated.51,52 GO enrichment terms found in this comparison include ‘intracellular protein transport’ and

‘negative regulation of catabolic process’ (Figure S3). Therefore, timed exercise differentially regulates

the expression of several intracellular processes including chromatin remodeling and inflammatory

response, but notably, alteration of clock genes does not feature.

Feedback from behavioral and ingestive states shapes the Vipr2�/� SCN transcriptome

Under nSVE conditions, the circadian profiles of ingestive and wheel-running behaviors differs between

Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� mice (Figures 2B and 2C) and this could contribute to the genotype-related DEGs.

Therefore to compare between these genotypes at a similar CT and under conditions at which their pat-

terns of ingestive and locomotor behavior are more equivalent (Figure 2B), we assessed SCN tissue from

the SVE Vipr2�/� animals sampled at ZT14/CT14 and nSVE Vipr2+/+ mice sampled at CT14 (Figure 3G).

This comparison yielded 557 DEGs, with 246 upregulated and 311 downregulated in the SCN of SVE

Vipr2�/� mice. Aside from the transmembrane protein genes (Tmem181b-ps and Tmem254b,c) and the

pseudogene phosphatidylserine decarboxylase, pseudogene 1 (Pisd-ps1), genes prominently upregulated

in Vipr2�/� mice include Gpc3, Penk, and Rgs16 as well as the molecular clock component, Nr1d1. Down-

regulated genes in Vipr2�/� animals includeMobp and Creb3l1 as well as the neuropeptides Avp, Vip, and

somatostatin (Sst). Furthermore, the clock gene Per2 and the orphan receptor, Gpr176, which influences

SCN circadian timekeeping,53 were downregulated in the SVE Vipr2�/� SCN as was superoxide dismutase

3 (Sod3), which protects tissues against oxidative stress54 (Figure 3G). As a number of these differences

were seen when comparing Vipr2�/� and Vipr2+/+ mice in nSVE conditions (Gpc3 and Penk upregulated

with Avp, Vip, Mobp, and Creb3l1 downregulated; Figure 3A), then this indicates that entrainment of

Vipr2�/� mice to timed exercise does not restore SCN expression of these genes to Vipr2+/+ like levels.

Furthermore, as clock gene expression remains low in the Vipr2�/� mice, then SVE does not appear to

overtly augment molecular clock gene expression in the Vipr2�/� SCN.

However, both KEGG and GO pathway analysis indicated enrichment in terms not seen in the nSVE

Vipr2�/� vs nSVE Vipr2+/+ comparison (Figures 3H, S2, and S3). This suggests that entrainment to timed
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exercise and the resultant altered profile in ingestive and locomotor activity does affect the SCN transcrip-

tome of Vipr2�/�mice. For example, enrichment of the GO terms ‘regulation of epithelial cell proliferation’,

‘insulin secretion’, and ‘peptide hormone secretion’ were found in this comparison of SVE Vipr2�/� vs nSVE

Vipr2+/+ SCN gene expression. KEGG pathway analysis indicates that ‘Prion disease’, ‘Huntington disease’,

and ‘Parkinson disease’ were among the terms downregulated in SVE Vipr2�/� mice, whereas ‘Axon

guidance’, ‘GABAergic synapse’, and ‘Retrograde endocannabinoid signaling’ were among the terms up-

regulated in these animals. Therefore, some genotype differences in the SCN transcriptome are sustained

under timed exercise conditions, whereas other genes and pathways such as those associated with neuro-

degenerative diseases are altered.

Timed-exercise does not alter widespread down-regulation of circadian-regulating factors

and neuropeptides in the Vipr2�/� SCN

We next sought to identify subsets of genes that showed consistent differences in expression over different

combinations of genotype and exercise comparisons. We focused on two groupings, one in which

genotype differences in gene expression were consistent between SVE and nSVE conditions and the

second where SVE upregulated genes in Vipr2�/� but not Vipr2+/+ animals. For the first group, we found

43 genes whose expression was consistently different between Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� mice at CT14 of

the nSVE condition and ZT14 of the SVE condition (Figure 4A). This includes genes considered above as

well as others not previously discussed. For example, neuronatin (Nnat) is important for ion channel expres-

sion in the developing nervous system,55 whereas Sox3 is a transcription factor involved in embryonic brain

development.56 In tissues sampled at CT14 of the nSVE condition and ZT14 of the SVE condition, bothNnat

and Sox-3 were downregulated in Vipr2�/� compared to the Vipr2+/+ mice. Similarly, VGF nerve growth

factor inducible (Vgf) is downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN. This same pattern of higher levels in

Vipr2+/+ than Vipr2�/� tissue at both CT14 of the nSVE condition and ZT14 of the SVE condition was

also observed for Avp, Sst, Gpr176, Creb3l1, and C1ql3. The opposite genotype difference was seen for

Penk and Ddc (an enzyme involved in dopamine, serotonin and histamine processing). Compared to

Figure 4. RNA-seq gene expression counts of a selection of genes that are differentially expressed amongst

experimental groups

Genes have been grouped by significance comparisons as illustrated in the Venn diagram on the right. For example,Nnat

is amongst the 43 genes (A) that are differentially expressed in the comparisons Vipr2�/� vs Vipr2+/+ nSVE and Vipr2�/� vs

Vipr2+/+ SVE (intersection between the green and yellow sets), whereas the expression of Ncor1 (B) differs between

genotypes and is upregulated in the SVE condition of Vipr2�/�mice (comparisons Vipr2�/� vs Vipr2+/+ nSVE and Vipr2�/�

SVE vs nSVE; intersection of pink and green sets). Points show each animal’s gene expression count with bars denoting

mean valueG SEM (q value <0.05 = *, <0.01 = **, <0.005 = ***, <0.001 = ****, with Benjamini-Hochberg correction,

Vipr2+/+ nSVE n=4, Vipr2-/-nSVE n=3, Vipr2+/+ SVE n=4, Vipr2-/- SVE n=3).
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Vipr2+/+ tissue samples, both Penk andDdcwere upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN at CT14 of the nSVE and

ZT14 of the SVE condition. The up-regulation of these transcripts in the Vipr2�/� SCN is consistent with the

up-regulation in the addiction/reward processes identified by KEGG (Figure 3B). Therefore, many geno-

type differences in gene expression are sustained across circadian time points and exercise conditions

and this includes neuropeptides and transcription factors.

For the second group, 38 genes were found to be dysregulated in the Vipr2�/� compared to Vipr2+/+ SCN

at CT14 of the nSVE condition, with SVE altering their expression in the Vipr2�/� but not Vipr2+/+ animals

(Figure 4B). This includes factors implicated in regulation of SCN circadian timekeeping (Ncor1)35 chro-

matin remodeling (Banp)48 and carcinoma (nuclear apoptosis-inducing factor 1; Naif1 and Kdr).57,58

Notably, core clock genes were not in this grouping. Thus, timed exercise can restore the expression of

some genes in the Vipr2�/� SCN to near Vipr2+/+ like levels, but this does not extend to core circadian clock

genes. Other groupings of genes showing similar patterns of genotype and/or exercise-related changes in

expression were found, but are not discussed further (see Figure S5).

Scheduled exercise restores behavioral rhythms without rescuing the Vipr2�/� SCN

molecular Clock—qRT-PCR analysis

Three consecutive weeks of the SVE protocol alters the temporal profile of wheel-running and ingestive

behavior of Vipr2�/� mice. Previously, we showed that this is accompanied by increases in Vipr2�/� SCN

clock cell synchrony and restoration �24h behavioral rhythmicity when the animals can free-run in constant

dark at the termination of the exercise regimen21,22 (also see Figure 6A). Here, using RNA-seq, we did not

find any exercise-related alteration in the level of expression of components of the molecular clock in the

Vipr2�/� SCN. To confirm and extend the limited temporal sampling of our RNA-seq approach, we used

qRT-PCR to measure gene expression in a different cohort of Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� mice. We took SCN

tissue (as well as liver and lung samples—see below) from Vipr2�/� mice at CT0 and CT14 of the nSVE con-

dition and ZT14 of the SVE condition (see Figure 1). Furthermore, we took SCN tissue from Vipr2+/+ animals

at CT0 and CT14 of the nSVE condition and in Vipr2+/+mice showing entrainment to SVE, we assessed SCN

tissue taken at CT14 as well as ZT14/CT22. We quantified the transcription levels of three core circadian

clock components (Arntl, Per2, and Nr1d1), an SCN output factor (Avp), and one SCN gene known to be

responsive to non-photic stimuli, the melanocortin receptor 3 (Mc3r).59 We also quantified the neuropep-

tide prokineticin 2 (Prok2) as this is implicated as a key SCN output factor,60 its expression in RNA-seq was

found to be highly variable between replicates, especially in Vipr2�/� SCN samples, causing its p value to

be below 0.05.

In the nSVE condition, none of the transcripts measured in the SCN of behaviorally rhythmic Vipr2�/� mice

differed in expression between CT0 and CT14 (Figures 5A and 5B), whereas in Vipr2+/+ mice, two core mo-

lecular clock components (Per2 and Nr1d1), a non-photically responsive G-neuropeptide receptor (Mc3r),

and the SCN output genes (Avp and Prok2), showed large changes consistent with the known temporal

profiles of these transcripts in the neurochemically intact SCN.60,61 Arntl did not change in expression in

the Vipr2+/+ nSVE SCN, presumably reflecting its intermediate levels of expression at these timepoints.

The temporal expression of Mc3r in the SCN has not previously been reported and these novel findings

suggest that Mc3r expression is regulated by the SCN molecular clockworks.

Consistent with and extending on the RNA-seq data, at CT14 of the nSVE condition, expression of two mo-

lecular clock components (Arntl and Per2), and SCN output genes (Avp and Prok2) was significantly lower in

the Vipr2�/� compared with the Vipr2+/+ SCN, whereas Nr1d1 was significantly higher (Figures 5A and 5B).

This builds on a previous report of dampedmolecular clock gene andAvp expression in the Vipr2�/� SCN12

and further indicates that a key SCN output factor, Prok2, is also profoundly blunted in expression in these

animals. Expression of Mc3r did not differ between the genotypes at CT14 of the nSVE condition and its

expression in the Vipr2�/� SCN did not vary across nSVE timepoints, though this may reflect greater in-

ter-individual variability between Vipr2�/� samples than for Vipr2+/+. In the Vipr2�/� SCN, none of these

transcripts (Arntl, Per2, Nr1d1, Avp, Prok2, and Mc3r) differed in expression at the SVE sample point

compared with the nSVE timepoints. These measurements using qRT-PCR are broadly consistent with

those of our RNA-seq investigation and, highlight that in behaviorally rhythmic Vipr2�/� animals (albeit

with weaker rhythmsmore variable in circadian period than those of Vipr2+/+mice), genes for themolecular

clock, clock output, and an arousal responsive G-protein coupled receptor are dysregulated. As timed-ex-

ercise evokes substantive changes in the temporal profile of wheel-running and ingestive behavior in
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Vipr2�/� mice (Figure 2B), it is surprising that this is not accompanied by overt changes in these dysregu-

lated molecular programs of the Vipr2�/� SCN.

In Vipr2+/+ mice, SVE causes small changes in circadian period and a moderate reduction in rhythm

strength,21,22 but unsurprisingly, the molecular clock activity was sustained in these animals: Per2 and

Nr1d1 varying in expression between SVE timepoints and unaltered in comparison to CT0 and CT14 of

the nSVE condition (Figure 5A). Furthermore, Arntl expression was elevated at SVE ZT14 compared with

Figure 5. qRT-PCR quantification in the Suprachiasmatic nuclei, liver and lung

(A) Suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN), (B) liver, and (C) lung qRT-PCR gene expression of clock genes (Bmal1, Per2, Rev-ErbA)

and tissue specific genes (Avp, Mc3r and Prok2 for (B) SCN; Ppara, Gys2, and GluI for (D) liver; Cxcl12, Pdgfra and Tgfbr3

for (F) lung) in Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� mice, in nSVE and SVE conditions. Gene expression counts are normalized to the

average of the data points in the first bar (Vipr2+/+- nSVE CT14 for groups one and two, Vipr2�/� nSVE CT14 for the third

column), the normalized values of nSVE CT14 are indicated with the prefix (n). Points show each animal’s gene expression

count with bars denoting mean valueG SEM (ANOVA and Tukey’s a priori post-hoc test, p value <0.05 = *, <0.01 = **,

<0.005 = ***, <0.001 = ****, sample sizes ranged from n=3 to n=11; individual data points are plotted in the figure).
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nSVE CT14, suggesting that this arm of the molecular clock was enhanced by timed exercise. However, un-

like the nSVE condition, expression of Avp and Prok2 in the Vipr2+/+ SCN did not differ between SVE time-

points (Figure 5B), suggesting that suppressed Vipr2+/+ clock output accompanies reduced behavioral

rhythm strength previously observed following scheduled exercise.21,22 Because in comparison to nSVE

CT0, Mc3r expression is also reduced at SVE ZT14/CT22, then scheduled exercise may evoke more exten-

sive alterations in Vipr2+/+ SCN transcript profiles.

Circadian rhythms in peripheral oscillators of the Vipr2�/� mouse are intact

We next investigated how peripheral oscillators are affected by SVE and the loss of the VPAC2

receptor. To do this, we used qRT-PCR and quantified transcript expression of Arntl, Per2, and Nr1d1

and some physiologically relevant factors in the liver and lung. The liver is reported to have little/no

VPAC2 expression, whereas the lung has high expression.62 This thus enables insight into potential con-

tributions of VIP-VPAC2 receptor signaling to peripheral molecular programs and their response to

timed-exercise.

Figure 6. Mice lacking a functional molecular clock do not sustain 24h behavioral rhythms following scheduled

voluntary exercise

(A)Doubleplottedactograms showingwheel running (pink) anddrinking (blue) in exemplarVipr2�/� andCry1�/�/Cry2�/�mice.

After two weeks in light-dark condition (LD), the lights were left off and the mice kept in constant dark (DD) for the remainder

of the experiment. Following 2 weeks in DD, animals were placed on a scheduled voluntary exercise regimen (6h/24h; SVE)

for three weeks and then put back in ad libitum running regime for the remainder of the experiment. Horizontal black/white

bar = LD cycle in the first two weeks.

(B) Periodograms show the main frequency of wheel-running immediately after SVE (average value of the last 10 days of

recording (blue box, % V = percentage of variance, blue line = significance threshold; p<0.05), of the actograms above. To

the right of the periodograms, the profile plots depict the cumulative value (distance; in cm) of wheel running in each

10-min time bin in a 24-h period, for 10 consecutive days following SVE (single day values are in pale pink). ZT12 indicates

the onset of wheel availability in the days before.

(C) Average amplitude (horizontal bars), and period (individual values: circles, vertical line: mean value in different

experimental conditions in Vipr2�/�(n = 8) and Cry1�/�/Cry2�/�(n = 13) mice. In contrast to Cry1�/�/Cry2�/� animals,

Vipr2�/� mice sustain near 24-h rhythms following SVE. For amplitude, unpaired t-test, *** = p<0.001; for period, paired

t-test, * = p<0.05.
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In the liver of Vipr2+/+ mice, as expected, the expression of Arntl, Per2, andNr1d1 varied from nSVE CT0 to

CT14. In response to SVE, expression of Arntl, Per2, and Nr1d1 in the Vipr2+/+ liver continued to vary over

time but was blunted compared to the nSVE condition (Figure 5C). In the Vipr2�/� liver, the molecular clock

was partially altered, with evidence of variation in expression of Arntl (but not Per2, and Nr1d1) between

nSVE CT0 to CT14 and did not differ from that of the Vipr2+/+ liver at CT14 of the nSVE condition. In

response to SVE, Per2 at ZT14 now differed from nSVE CT0, whereas Nr1d1 did not. Thus, with loss of

the VPAC2 receptor, the molecular clock is partially intact and its response to timed exercise may be subtly

altered.

We additionally profiled three physiologically relevant genes expressed in liver.63,64 Glutamine synthetase

(Glul) is important for removal of ammonia and peroxisome proliferator activated receptor alpha (Ppara) is

a regulator of energy metabolism. Expression of neither Glul nor Ppara differed between nSVE timepoints

in either Vipr2+/+ or Vipr2�/� liver samples and neither differed between genotypes at CT14 (Figure 5D).

When exposed to the SVE regimen, expression of both Glul and Ppara in Vipr2+/+ liver was significantly

lower at both timepoints than in nSVE samples, whereas expression in the Vipr2�/� liver did not change

in response to timed exercise. This suggests that timed exercise suppresses Glul and Ppara in the

Vipr2+/+ but not the Vipr2�/� mouse liver. Expression of glycogen synthase 2 (Gys2) varied between

CT14 and 0 in the nSVE condition in both genotypes and did not differ between liver samples from

Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� liver at CT14. In response to SVE, the pattern of Gys2 expression in Vipr2+/+ mice

remained similar to that observed under nSVE, in both genotypes. When considered together, these

qRT-PCR assessments indicate differential effects of the loss of the VPAC2 receptor on the expression of

physiologically relevant genes in the liver, and no alteration of these by scheduled exercise. As VPAC2

expression is minimal in the liver,62 then these alterations in themolecular programs of the liver presumably

arise indirectly from aberrant SCN output as well as changes in the temporal pattern of food intake.

VPAC2 binding sites are present in the Vipr2+/+ mouse lung and absent in lung of Vipr2�/� mice.62 In the

nSVE condition, molecular clock components (Arntl, Per2, and Nr1d1) altered in expression from CT14

to 0 in both genotypes, with Arntl being higher and Per2 lower in the Vipr2�/� compared to the Vipr2+/+

lung at CT14 (Figure 5E). This pattern of clock gene expression in the Vipr2+/+ lung is consistent with

previous findings64 and further suggests that the lung molecular circadian clock is intact in Vipr2�/�

animals. SVE did not alter expression of Nr1d1 in the Vipr2+/+ lung, but may suppress Nr1d1 in the

Vipr2�/� lung. Therefore, the lung circadian clock is sustained in the absence of local VIP-VPAC2 signaling

and is potentially altered by timed exercise.

C-X-C chemokine ligand 12 (Cxcl12) and transforming growth factor b receptor type III (Tgfbr3) are involved

in fibrosis and carcinoma respectively and are expressed in the mouse lung.31,64 Expression of neither

Cxcl12 nor Tgfbr3 varied between Vipr2+/+ and Vipr2�/� lungs sampled at nSVE CT14 and in neither geno-

type did expression of either of these vary between nSVE timepoints. Platelet growth factor receptor alpha

(Pdfgra) is involved in myofibroblasts and here in Vipr2+/+ lung its expression varied between CT14 and 0 in

nSVE samples, but this time-of-day difference in expression was absent in the nSVE Vipr2�/� lung. Timed

exercise upregulated Cxcl12 expression in the Vipr2+/+ lung at both timepoints, but did not change its

expression in Vipr2�/� lung (Figure 5F), whereas neither Tgfbr3 nor Pdfgra were altered by SVE in either

the Vipr2+/+ or Vipr2�/� lung. Collectively, from these findings we deduce that in Vipr2+/+ lung, Pdfgra is

potentially under circadian clock control. However, exercise-induced elevation in Cxcl12 is not detected

in the Vipr2�/� lung. Thus the absence of the VPAC2 receptor potentially alters the response of the lung

to exercise as well as fibrosis and other pathologies.

A molecular clock is necessary for scheduled exercise to promote 24h rhythms

Our observations that SVE does not noticeably alter the diminished circadian clock gene expression in the

Vipr2�/� SCN raise the possibility that these period stabilizing and lengthening actions of SVE occur inde-

pendently of the molecular circadian clock. To explore this possibility, we assessed how SVE influenced

behavioral rhythms in Cry1�/�Cry2�/� mice which lack a functional molecular clock in all tissues65–67 and

compared their behavioral parameters to those of a cohort of Vipr2�/� animals subject to the same proto-

cols.22 Under LD conditions, both Vipr2�/� and Cry1�/�Cry2�/� mice synchronized to lights-off and ex-

hibited 24h rhythms (Figure 6), but when transferred into DD, behaviorally rhythmic Vipr2�/� animals exhibit

�22.1h period in wheel-running activity (range: 21–24.5h), whereas Cry1�/�Cry2�/� mice showed a broad

range (�12.1–35.8h) in the period of very weak oscillations in wheel-running activity (Figure 6). With the
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onset of timed-exercise, mice of both genotypes rapidly align the onset of drinking activity (�1–3 days) to

the opportunity to exercise in the wheel, but on the termination of the SVE regimen, Vipr2�/�mice free-run

with�24h rhythms, whereas Cry1�/�Cry2�/� animals exhibit a broad range of very weak rhythms (�17–34h)

that cannot be distinguished from pre-SVE behavior. These observations indicate that although the

absence of a molecular clock does not impede behavioral alignment to timed exercise, a functional molec-

ular clock is necessary to sustain 24h rhythms after the scheduled exercise is ended. This is consistent with

our previous data from longitudinal studies in which we found SVE to improve synchrony among Vipr2�/�

SCN clock cells.21 An intriguing but untested possibility is that a minimally functional SCN molecular clock

can support behavioral rhythms in locomotor and ingestive behavior.

E-boxes and CREs are common in differentially expressed genes in the Vipr2�/� SCN

Because a functional molecular clock is necessary for the promotion of 24h behavioral rhythms and because

the VPAC2 receptor is positively coupled to adenylate cyclase38,68 we hypothesized that genes with cycli-

cAMP response elements (CREs; to which cyclicAMP response element binding proteins or CREBs bind)

and/or E-boxes (to which the ARNTL binds) in their promoter regions are predisposed to being affected

by the loss of the VPAC2 receptor. To explore this, we interrogated the JASPAR database69 to examine

a subset of differentially expressed genes for predicted CRE- and/or E-boxes in their promoter regions.

We found that in the mouse database, the genes Avp, Banp, C1ql3, Cck, Creb3l1, Gpr176, Kctd18,

Mobp, and Ncor1 were predicted to have E-boxes (Figure 7), whereas Gpr176, Kctd18, Mobp, Banp,

Comt, Creb3l1, Kdr, Mobp, Naif1, Ncor1, Pdyn, Penk, Snca, Sst, Vgf, and Vip were predicted to have

CREs (Figure 7). Many, but not all of these genes vary in expression over 24 h in the mouse SCN.70 Interro-

gation of the JASPAR human database also identified many of the same genes (and more). Because we

observed down-regulation of Avp, Vip, Sst, Gpr176, C1ql3, Banp, Creb3l1, Mobp, Naif1, Ncor1, Kdr, and

Kctd18, as well as up-regulation of Gpc3, Scna, Pdyn, and Penk in the Vipr2�/� SCN, this indicates differ-

ential consequences for gene expression arising from loss in VIP-VPAC2 receptor signaling and suggests

potential candidates that timed exercise engages within the Vipr2�/� SCN to promote 24 h rhythms.

DISCUSSION

By convention, circadian rhythms in behavior including wheel-running and ingestive activity are attrib-

uted to the SCN molecular circadian clock driving �24h rhythms in SCN cellular activity and chemical

communication. Here, in the SCN of Vipr2�/� mice behaviorally rhythmic in the nSVE condition, we do

not observe the early day-early night changes in the molecular clock seen in the SCN of behaviorally

rhythmic Vipr2+/+ mice. Clock gene expression was altered in these Vipr2�/� mouse, with Per2 and Arntl

downregulated and Nr1d1 upregulated. Surprisingly, expression of a broad range of SCN neuropeptides

(Sst, Pdyn, Penk, and Vip) including those involved in communication of circadian information to the rest

of the brain and body (Avp and Prok2) was dysregulated in the SCN of these behaviorally rhythmic

Vipr2�/� animals. Further, although three weeks of SVE alters the 24h profile of food and water intake

and improves Vipr2�/� SCN clock cell synchrony to promote �24h behavioral rhythms in these mice,21

we did not detect changes (increase or decrease) in the expression of any component of the Vipr2�/�

SCN molecular clock nor did we observe correction in SCN neuropeptide expression. The behavioral

rhythms of Vipr2+/+ mice are slightly weakened by SVE and although their SCN molecular clock does

not appear to be altered by SVE, the expression of SCN output factors, Avp and Prok2, is reduced.

Therefore, the SCN molecular clock of Vipr2+/+ mice and its response to the non-photic zeitgeber of

scheduled exercise functions in accordance with current understanding,71 whereas that of Vipr2�/�

animals does not. Consistent with this, KEGG pathway analysis indicated a broad range of SCN transcrip-

tomic changes between genotypes and exercise conditions. In contrast, the liver and lung peripheral os-

cillators and their molecular response to timed exercise appear much less affected by the loss of the

VPAC2 receptor.

The transcriptome of single cells in the mouse SCN has been recently profiled72–74 and based in part on the

differential expression of neuropeptides, 5 neuronal clusters have been deduced73: 1) Avp+/Nms+, 2) Vip+/

Nms+, 3) Vip+/Grp+, 4) Cck+/C1ql3+, and 5) Cck+/Bdnf+. Mapping of the neuroanatomical distribution of

these clusters reveals that although there is some overlap, they delineate different anatomical regions of

the SCN.73,75,76 Our observation of dysregulation of Avp, Vip, and C1ql3 as well as Sst and Vgf in the

Vipr2�/� SCN suggests that the loss of the VPAC2 receptor alters transcriptional programs throughout

the SCN. This is consistent with the widespread expression of the VPAC2 receptor in the rodent SCN.77–79
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Concordant with this, GABA is synthesized by most if not all SCN neurons.80 This neurotransmitter plays

important roles in circadian timing81 including influencing intercellular synchrony in the SCN82,83 the ampli-

tude of SCN circadian rhythms,84 and the phasing of neuronal and molecular activity in the SCN.85 Here, in

comparison to Vipr2+/+ mice, the KEGG term ‘GABAergic synapse’ was upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN in

both nSVE and SVE conditions (Figures 3B and 3H). Previously under nSVE conditions we found that the

response of SCN neurons to a GABAA receptor antagonist was reduced in the Vipr2�/� compared

Vipr2+/+ SCN and that SVE further attenuated this response in the Vipr2�/� SCN.21 This suggests that

GABAergic neurotransmission is altered both by the loss of the VPAC2 receptor as well as timed daily ex-

ercise. Determining precisely how these alterations in GABA signaling arise will require further research.

Figure 7. E-boxes and CREs are present in many dysregulated genes in the Vipr2�/� SCN

Many genes that are dysregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN are predicted to contain cyclicAMP response elements (CREs; to

which cyclicAMP response element binding proteins or CREBs bind) and/or E-boxes (to which the ARNTL binds) in their

promoter regions. Log2FC [= 0 to 1, [[= 1 to 2, Y = 0 to �1, YY = �1 to �2, ns= non-significant. O predicted in the

JASPAR database. To identify which genes vary in expression over 24h (O ), we consulted amouse SCN RNA-seq database

(http://www.wgpembroke.com i shiny i SCNseq) that was established by Pembroke et al.70.
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The unexpectedly wide range of neuropeptide genes downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN could arise from

dysregulation of transcription factors (Figures 3A and 4A). For example, CREB3l1 is implicated in AVP

synthesis39 and Creb3l1 is also downregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN. As CREB3l1 may also factor in the

transport of neuropeptides to synaptic terminals,86 then diminution in its expression could both reduce

neuropeptide gene activation as well as neuropeptide release. It is not known if CREB3l1 influences the

expression of other SCN neuropeptides, but the ‘regulon’ for Creb3l1 is particularly enriched in Avp+/

Nms+, Vip+/Nms+, and Cck+/C1ql3+ neurons and as noted above, Avp, Vip, and C1ql3 are downregulated

in the Vipr2�/� SCN, whereasNms,Cck,Grp and Bdnf are not.73 This indicates that co-expressed genes can

be differentially regulated within SCN neurons. Consistent with this, we also observe that the opioid-

related neuropeptide genes, Penk and Pdyn are upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN (Figures 3A and S5H).

Furthermore, fast neurochemical signals are also potentially changed by loss of the VPAC2 receptor. For

example, dopa decarboxylase (Ddc) which catalyzes DOPA to dopamine, 5-hydroxytryptophan to seroto-

nin, and histidine to histamine was also upregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN. In addition, other factors that in-

fluence circadian rhythms in behavior including Gpr176 and Ncor1 are dysregulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN

(Figure 4). Thus, despite widespread alterations in the SCN transcriptome, including that of transcription

factors, key neuropeptides and neurochemical signals, Vipr2�/� mice can exhibit circadian rhythms in

behavior, both before and following timed-exercise.

Another influence on the SCN transcriptome is neuronal activity. Neurons of the SCN exhibit a pronounced

circadian rhythm in activity, being more depolarized and firing more action potentials during the day than

the night.87,88 Targeted impairment of neuronal activity in the SCN desynchronizes SCN clock cell

synchrony and blunts the rhythms in molecular clock gene expression.12,89–91 Furthermore, neuropeptide

transcription, for instance Avp, can be impaired by the loss of SCN intercellular communication.92 In this

regard, neurons of the Vipr2�/� SCN are more hyperpolarized40 and spontaneously discharge action po-

tentials at a lower frequency than SCN neurons of Vipr2+/+ mice, particularly in the ventral subregion of

the SCN.21,41 This hypoactivity likely arises from changes in ion channel expression and notably Kcnc2

which codes for Kv3.2, a potassium channel subunit important for SCN neuronal excitability,42 is downre-

gulated in the Vipr2�/� SCN. Therefore, diminished neuronal activity could also reinforce dysregulation of

the molecular clock and neuropeptide gene expression in the Vipr2�/� mice.87

The period of circadian oscillators can be altered by DNA methylation and chromatin remodeling.93 Envi-

ronmental stimuli can alter the methylated state of SCN circadian clock genes and change the period of

behavioral rhythms.94 Here, we did not observe systematic changes in expression of DNA methyltransfer-

ase-related genes (Kdm2a, Jmjd1c, Dnmt1, Dnmt3a, Dnmt3b, and Dnmt3l) or demethylation tet-eleven

translocation genes (Tet1, Tet2, and Tet3) that are known to be present in the mouse SCN.94 However,

Banp is upregulated by SVE in the Vipr2�/� SCN (Figures 3E and 4B) and BANP can open chromatin and

activate CpG-island regulated genes.48 Similarly, Ncor1, nuclear co-repressor receptor 1, can interact

with histone deacetylase 3 (Hdac3)95 and in genetically modified mice in which NCOR1 cannot interact

with HDAC3, the circadian period of behavioral rhythms is shortened by �0.4h.96 Furthermore, NCOR1

can interact with methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MeCP2)97 as well as NR1D1.98,99 Here, in the nSVE

condition, Ncor1 is downregulated in the Vipr2�/� compared with Vipr2+/+ SCN (Figure 4B), with SVE

up-regulating its expression the Vipr2�/� SCN. Therefore, exercise-evoked chromatin remodeling and

epigenetic regulation of specific genes are potential contributors to the period altering effects of loss of

the VPAC2 receptor as well as the period lengthening actions of timed exercise in the Vipr2�/� animals.

It is becoming increasingly apparent that there is functional redundancy in themolecular clock as well as for

neurochemical signals of the SCN. For example, given the importance of VIP-VPAC2 signaling to the SCN

and the expression of behavioral rhythms, in our previous study we crossbred Vip�/� and Vipr2�/� mice to

create Vip�/� Vipr2�/� animals. Surprisingly, some of these Vip�/� Vipr2�/� mice retain behavioral rhyth-

micity.21 Similarly, Doi and colleagues created triple knockout mouse deficient in key neuropeptides

(Nmu and Nms) and a G-protein coupled receptor (Gpr176) and the mice retained circadian rhythms in

behavior.100 Furthermore, it would be tempting to assume that simply knocking out Bmal1 (Arntl) in

VPAC2 expressing cells of the SCN could abolish behavioral rhythms. However, such animals express a con-

tinuum of behavioral phenotypes, ranging from arrhythmic to near 24h rhythms.101 Therefore, more studies

are required to determine the necessity of the SCN for these actions of scheduled exercise on circadian

rhythmicity in Vipr2�/� animals.
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Indeed timed exercise could act on oscillators independent of the SCN. Rhythmic clock gene expression is

observed in extra SCN sites across the rostrocaudal axis of the mammalian brain,102–106 and for review

see.107,108 Furthermore, as noted in this and other investigations, some peripheral oscillators such as the

lung, liver, and thyroid gland are functional in the Vipr2�/� animals.90,109,110 It is possible that one or of more

these or the coordinated activity among them is sufficient to organize and sustain 24h rhythms in behavior.107

In this regard, two circadian timekeepers that are well-characterized to promote SCN-independent behav-

ioral rhythms are the food entrainable oscillator (FEO111,112) and methamphetamine sensitive circadian

oscillator (MASCO113). The precise anatomical and/or neuroanatomical substrates of these are unclear

but most likely involve a network of oscillators in the brain and the periphery. In rodents, the FEO is evoked

when an animal is placed on restricted feeding schedule whereby most of its daily calories are presented

early in the rest phase of successive circadian cycles.114 Although the FEO can be activated this way in

Vipr2�/� mice,109 there is no food or calorie restriction in the nSVE and SVE conditions of this study. Simi-

larly, the MASCO is activated through long-term administration of the additive psychostimulant meta-

mphetamine, but no psychostimulant drugs are given to the animals in the nSVE or SVE components of

this study. Because voluntary locomotory exercise in a running-wheel is ascribed as having rewarding prop-

erties27,115 and because KEGG analysis indicates up-regulation of reward pathways in the Vipr2�/�SCN
(Figure 3B), then these mice may be more responsive to reward associated with timed exercise in a

running-wheel. Further research is necessary to illuminate this possibility.

Limitations and conclusions of the study

The temporal resolution of the RNA-seq investigation is coarse and consequently, we cannot comment

conclusively about circadian regulation of the SCN transcriptome. For economic reasons, we limited the

sampling frequency, although we mitigate this to an extent with additional sampling times in the qRT-

PCR component of the study. Nonetheless in our limited sampling, we found many transcriptomic differ-

ences in the SCN arising as a consequence of the loss of the VPAC2 receptor and could confirm some

changes using qRT-PCR. Furthermore, we also detected timed exercise alterations in the Vipr2�/�

SCN transcriptome and observe that circadian oscillators in the liver and lung appear mostly intact in

Vipr2�/� mice. A second limitation is that because we assess gene expression at the whole SCN level,

we cannot comment authoritatively on the subregional variation in gene expression. However, our

observation of down-regulation in Avp, Vip, and Sst, and corresponding up-regulation in Penk and Pdyn

suggests differential subregional effects of the loss of VPAC2 expression in the SCN (Figure 4A). In

particular, Penk and Pdyn are mostly expressed in a different subpopulation of SCN neurons to those

that synthesize Avp and Vip.73 Therefore, our experimental design did not hinder us from making new

observations on widespread genetic and exercise mediated changes in SCN transcriptome.

Collectively, our findings confirm that in animals lacking VPAC2 receptor expression, scheduled voluntary ex-

ercise can readily entrain the onset of their intrinsic drinking rhythm to coincide with that of wheel availability.

The transcriptomic profiling of these mice reveals that several key clock genes and neurochemical signaling

pathways are dysregulated in their SCN, whereas molecular programs in their liver and lung are mostly intact.

This indicates that other signals functioning independently of the VPAC2 receptor enable cells of these tissues

to synchronize. Intriguingly, although timed exercise lengthens the circadian period of behavior and alters the

daily profile of ingestive and locomotor activity of Vipr2�/�mice to resemble that of neurochemically intact an-

imals, this is not accompanied by corresponding changes inmolecular clock genes or neurochemical signaling

pathways in the SCN. It is not clear how this arousal-related cue accomplishes these pronounced behavioral

corrections. Becausewe found thatCry1�/�Cry2�/�mice cannot sustain the�24h rhythms following timed-ex-

ercise, then this suggests a that a functional molecular is necessary for these actions SVE. It remains possible

that a minimally functional SCN is able to orchestrate daily rhythms and to sustain long-term changes in circa-

dian period in response to recurrent feedback from timed physical exercise. It is also possible that one ormore

extra-SCN brain structures and/or peripheral oscillators responds to regular physical exercise to shape and

drivebrain circuits that underpin ingestive and locomotorbehaviors.Our findings confirm that scheduledphys-

ical exercise is an effective tool to improve 24h behavioral rhythms in amodel of circadian timekeeping disrup-

tion, and further highlight the need to explore the brain sites and mechanisms of its action. Because circadian

dysfunction and diminished neuropeptide expression in the human SCN is observed in aging116 as well as in

some neurodegenerative conditions,117 then our study argues for continued research to determining the sites

and molecular mechanisms underpinning the beneficial effects of physical exercise on the neural circadian

system.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources, reagents and token to access the GEO database should be

directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Prof. Hugh Piggins (hugh.piggins@bristol.ac.uk).

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Critical commercial assays

ReliaPrep RNA tissue Miniprep System Promega, USA Cat# Z6112

High-Capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit Applied Biosystems, USA Cat# 10704217

TaqManTM Gene Expression assay Applied Biosystems, USA Cat# 4331182

RNA 6000 Pico Kit Agilent Technologies, USA Cat# 5067-1513

Sense Total RNA-Seq Library Prep Kit Lexogen, USA Cat# 001.24

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6JRccHsd Envigo (Harlan), Blackthorn, UK https://www.envigo.com/

model/c57bl-6jrcchsd

Mouse: Vipr2-/- (C57BL/6J background) Harmar et al.12 N/A

Mouse: Cry1-/-/Cry2-/- (C57BL/6 background) van der Horst et al.65 N/A

Software and algorithms

Trimmomatic Bolger et al.118 http://www.usadellab.org/

cms/?page=trimmomatic

HISAT2 aligner Kim et al.119 http://daehwankimlab.github.io/hisat2/

Stringtie Pertea et al.120,121 https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/stringtie/

Clocklab Actimetrics https://actimetrics.com/products/clocklab/

GENCODE Frankish et al.122 https://www.gencodegenes.org/

Bioconductor 3.14, R (R Core Team

(2020). R: A language and environment

for statistical computing.

R Foundation for Statistical

Computing, Vienna, Austria

https://cran.r-project.org/

Inkscape The Inkscape Team https://inkscape.org/

Powerpoint ver. 2110 Microsoft, USA N/A

Excel ver. 2110 Microsoft, USA N/A

ClusterProfiler Wu et al.123 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/clusterProfiler.html

TopGO Alexa et al.124 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/topGO.html

DeSeq2 Love et al.125 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html

Quantification and data analysis N/A N/A

Prism version 9 Graphpad, San Diego, CA https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific-software/prism/

Other

PhenoMaster acquisition system TSE Systems, Bad Homburg,

Germany

https://www.tse-systems.

com/service/phenomaster/

Chronobiology Kit (Stanford Software Systems,

Naalehu, HI

https://www.query.com/chronokit/

Deposited data This paper GEO: GSE207992
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Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

RNA-seq data have been deposited at GEO: GSE207992, and are publicly available from the date of

publication.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All procedures were carried out under the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986) and approved by

the University of Manchester Review Ethics Panel. Most experiments were conducted on adult male mice

(8-20 weeks of age) of two genotypes: C57BL/6 (wild-type, Vipr2+/+; Envigo (Harlan), Blackthorn, UK) and

transgenic mice lacking the VPAC2 receptor, Vipr2-/- (C57BL/6 background; initial breeding stock of

Vipr2-/- donated by A. Harmar, University of Edinburgh). A cohort of adult male Cry1-/-Cry2-/- mice which

lack a functional molecular clock were also used. These animals were derived from initial Cry1+/-Cry2+/-

breeding stock donated by G.T. van der Horst, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, Netherlands.65 Mice

were bred and maintained at 20–22 C and �40% humidity, with ad libitum access to food and water prior

to and throughout experiments. Breeding rooms were maintained on a 12-h:12-h LD (LD 12:12) cycle. The

number of animals per experimental condition is detailed in the figure captions.

METHOD DETAILS

Animals used in these studies were singly housed in running-wheel equipped cages, using protocols estab-

lished in our laboratory.21,22,126 For most mice, feeding and drinking were also monitored and recorded

using a PhenoMaster acquisition system (TSE Systems, Bad Homburg, Germany). The Phenomaster system

can be programmed to control if, when, and for how long a running-wheel can be rotated by a mouse21 and

here it was used to provide a scheduled-voluntary exercise (SVE) regimen. In addition, animals free to utilize

the running wheel at any time (non-scheduled exercise or nSVE condition) were also monitored in the Phe-

nomaster system. A further cohort of animals were recorded using the Chronobiology kit (Stanford Soft-

ware Systems, Naalehu, HI) as previously described.21,126 This system was configured to record wheel-

running and drinking activities.

At the start of behavioral screening, mice were placed for 14 days in LD12:12 and then the lights were

turned off and the animals maintained in constant dark (DD) for the remainder of the experiment. In DD,

mice were either allowed to free-run for the duration of the experiment (nSVE cohort) or were included

in a SVE cohort. For this SVE cohort, animals free ran for 14 days and then their exercise in the running-

wheel was restricted for 6h every 24h, at the same time each day. Entrainment to SVE was defined as

when the onset of drinking activity showed�24h periodicity for 6-7 successive days. Vipr2-/- animals rapidly

respond to SVE and show entrainment within 12 days21, whereas Vipr2+/+, mice took >35days. Mice that did

not entrain to SVE were not used in subsequent gene expression assessment and similarly, Vipr2-/- mice

that were arrhythmic or very weakly rhythmic in the nSVE condition were also excluded (approximately

46% of Vipr2-/- mice were considered rhythmic, which enabled determination of their CT necessary for ac-

curate determination of the timing of tissue collection). Figure 1 depicts the experimental design.

The two genotypes of mice are known to differ in the phase of their intrinsic circadian cycle that aligns with

the opportunity to exercise in the running-wheel.21,22 For Vipr2-/- animals that entrain to SVE, the onset of

their circadian rhythm in drinking (CT12) is coincident with the time that the running wheel is available for

exercise (ZT12), while for Vipr2+/+ mice that entrain to SVE, the beginning of their intrinsic drinking rhythm

(CT12) occurs �8h in advance of the opportunity to the exercise in the wheel (ZT12). Consequently, SVE

ZT12 for Vipr2+/+ animals corresponds to their CT20, whereas for Vipr2-/- mice, SVE ZT12 is equivalent

to CT12.

Once entrained, animals in the SVE cohort whose tissue was to be used in the RNA-seq study, were culled

2h after the time at which the wheel became available to exercise in (ZT14 or CT14 for Vipr2-/- mice and

ZT14/CT22 for Vipr2+/+ animals). Vipr2-/- and Vipr2+/+ mice in the SVE condition whose tissues were to

be used in the qRT-PCR study were culled at ZT14 (corresponding to CT14 for Vipr2-/- animals and CT22

for Vipr2+/+ animals; see Figure 1 legend for details) with an additional group of Vipr2+/+ animals sampled

at CT14. Animals in the nSVE cohort were culled at one of two timepoints for qRT-PCR (CT0 or CT14) and
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one timepoint for RNA-seq (CT14) (see caption of Figure 1). For qRT-PCR, the brain, lungs, and liver were

rapidly dissected and flash frozen on dry ice. For RNA-seq, the brain was removed, flash frozen on dry ice,

and stored at -80C. Brain sections of 20 mm thickness were cut using a cryostat (Leica CM3050 S) onto PEN-

membrane slides (Leica Biosystems, Germany) and then stored at -80�C. Slides were then defrosted and to

aid in identifying the SCN and its anatomical boundaries, sections were stained with 1% cresyl violet

(Merck) in 70% ethanol. The SCN was identified and extracted on a laser-capture microscope (LCM) system

(Leica DM6000 B) and stored in lysis buffer (Promega) prior to RNA extraction. A cohort of Cry1-/-Cry2-/- an-

imals (n=8) were singly housed and their drinking and wheel-running activity recorded using the Chrono-

biology Kit. These mice were subject to similar protocols as described above and were maintained on the

timed exercise protocol for 22 days and then left to freely exercise for another 11 days in constant darkness.

Parameters of their wheel-running were assessed as described above. The activity of these Cry1-/-Cry2-/-

animals was compared to previously published data from Vipr2-/- mice whose activity had been recorded

using the Chronobiology Kit and who had been exposed to a similar SVE protocol.22

Quantitative RT-PCR

After extracting RNA using the ReliaPrep RNA tissue Miniprep System (Promega, USA) (liver: 600-1700 ng/

ml, lung: 90-225 ng/ml of RNA per sample), cDNA was obtained with the High-Capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit

and qRT-PCR was performed using TaqMan Gene Expression assays (both from Applied Biosystems,

USA), on a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR system (Life Technologies, USA). The relative quantification for

each gene was obtained with the DDCt method.127 Tbp was used as the housekeeping gene, and the

mean values of Vipr2+/+ or Vipr2-/- nSVE CT14 were used to normalize within genotype comparisons, while

normalization to Vipr2+/+ nSVE CT14 was used for intergenotype comparisons. The following primers were

used: Mm01271704_m1 (Avp), Mm00500226_m1 (Bmal1), Mm00445553_m1 (Cxcl12), Mm00725701_s1

(GluI), Mm01267381_g1 (Gys2), Mm00434876_s1 (Mc3r), Mm00520708_m1 (Nr1d1), Mm00440701_m1

(Pdgfra), Mm00478099_m1 (Per2), Mm00440939_m1 (Ppara), Mm07298039_m1 (Prok2), Mm00803538_m1

(Tgfbr3), all TaqMan Gene Expression assay primers (Life Technologies Ltd, UK).

RNA-seq

Samples of SCN from four experimental groups were used to assess gene expression by bulk RNA-seq

analysis and included: Vipr2+/+ nSVE CT14 (n=4), Vipr2+/+ SVE ZT14/CT24 (n=4), Vipr2-/- nSVE CT14

(n=3), and Vipr2-/- SVE ZT14/CT14 (n=3). RNA extraction was carried out with ReliaPrep Kit (Promega,

UK), checked with RNA 6000 Pico Kit (Agilent Technologies, USA), and amplified with Sense Total RNA-

Seq Library Prep Kit (Lexogen, USA). RNA sequencing (4.2-6.6 ng/ml of RNA per sample) was done by

paired-end sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 NGS platform (Genomic Technologies Core Facility, Uni-

versity of Manchester, UK). Raw reads were uploaded to the Galaxy server128 at the University of Manches-

ter (https://centaurus.itservices.manchester.ac.uk/). Reads were trimmed with Trimmomatic,118 aligned to

the mouse genome (Version GRCm38) using HISAT2 aligner,119 and counts calculated using Stringtie120,121

and annotated based on GENCODE.122 Differential gene expression was analysed using DeSeq2,125which

applied by default an independent filtering based on the mean of normalized counts, as well as a Cook’s

distance threshold to remove outliers. The total number of genes passing this filtering/thresholding in each

pairwise analysis was: 9524 in Vipr2+/+ SVE vs Vipr2+/+ nSVE, 15735 in Vipr2-/- SVE vs Vipr2-/- nSVE, 10488 in

Vipr2+/+ SVE vs Vipr2-/- SVE, 15269 in Vipr2+/+ nSVE vs Vipr2-/- nSVE, and 11931 in Vipr2+/+ nSVE vs

Vipr2-/- SVE.

After obtaining the differentially expressed genes, the p-value was corrected with the Benjamini Hochberg

method to obtain the False Discovery Rate. The data can be accessed at GEO: GSE207992 (https://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/).

Assessment of 20 genes identified as being enriched in the mouse SCN in a transcriptomemeta-analysis129

showed all samples expressed 19 of these genes (Figure S6). One gene RP24-361E14.1, was not detected in

the samples as it could not be located in the Ensembl database. This suggests that our protocols success-

fully targeted and extracted genetic material from the SCN that are consistent with other investigations.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Actograms were constructed and analyzed using the Chi-square periodogram function in ClockLab (Acti-

metrics). Analysis of RNA-seq data was done in R (Bioconductor 3.14, R (R Core Team (2020). R: A language
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and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). Gene

enrichment was evaluated with the R packages ClusterProfiler (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes

or KEGG),123 and TopGO (Gene Ontology, specifically Biological Process).124 Statistical analysis was per-

formed in R and Prism (ver. 9, Graphpad, San Diego, CA) or Microsoft Excel (Excel ver. 2110). Graphs were

constructed using Prism and composed in Microsoft Powerpoint (Powerpoint ver. 2110). Individual statis-

tical tests, significances and sample sizes are reported in the appropriate figure legends. Unless stated

otherwise, data are plotted as mean G standard error of mean (SEM), with individual data points overlaid.

Data for all measurements are available upon reasonable request.
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